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Why fish passage matters to fish populations 
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Many others
Large scale population dynamics 
This is about:
• Use of a connected population model
• Conceptual, modelled data
• Widespread and mobile fish species 
• Over the scale of the Murray-Darling Basin
• Potential impacts on populations due to 
isolation by barriers
The story
• Widespread, highly mobile at all life stages
• Egg and larval drift 
• Flow-dependent species
• Use of nursery areas???
• New knowledge of the lifecycle
• Large spatial scales (1M km2)
• Popular angler species- harvest
The animal: Golden perch
Collate latest knowledge, concepts, data
– Ecological experts workshops
• Agreed ecological understanding
• All life stages
• Applied to the management needs
Underpinning ecological knowledge 
Importance of new knowledge
• Large upstream adult (pre-
spawning?) movements
• Downstream egg and larval drift
• Upstream recolonization of 
juveniles- in pulses
• Adult movements dramatically 
changing population structure
• Juvenile downstream movements
• All linked to flows
• Often blocked by barriers
4 000+ 
barriers 
in the 
MDB
Barriers: Houston we have a problem!!!
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P6: Northern Basin
P7: Menindee Lakes
Based on 
ecological 
/management
units 
Population connectivity for Golden perch 
Converting ecology into mathematics
The model: 
• Stage-based model
• Considers each life stage
• Stochastic
• Considers all threats  
• Applied basin-wide
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Spatial scales and connectedness
Modelled outputs- whole population 
Millennium drought
Mean
Model outputs- individual populations 
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Different 
abundance  
scales 
1    Lower Murray R 6    NMDB
Lower Murray (P1) disconnected
1    Lower Murray R 2    Mid Murray R 3    Upper Murray R
Lower Murray (P1) disconnected
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Upper Murray disconnected + fishing impacts
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The good news!!
The good news!!
Sea to Lake Hume 
fishways program
Need to 
fix this 
one also
We have observed more 
golden perch (and silver 
perch) in the upper Murray 
following the installation of the 
Torrumbarry fishway- thanks 
to Martin Mallen-Cooper!
Is this modelling close to realistic? 
P2 P3
P4
P1
• Silver perch Critically 
Endangered
• Same life history and lifecycle
• Less abundant than Golden 
perch
• Now very rare in the northern 
MD Basin
• Perhaps this illustrates the 
pattern we have described??
• Golden perch populations need to be connected over large scales 
• Impacts on any population can impact other populations 
• Isolating Menindee Lakes can affect all populations
• Isolating the lower Murray R reduces numbers upstream (P2 and 3)
• Isolating the mid Murray R reduces numbers upstream (P3)
• Adding fishing pressure crashes the upper Murray population  
• This is why fish passage matters!!!
Messages relating to fish passage and populations
Thank you
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